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Introduction

Kansas Rainbow is an original typeface
designed by the Votum Sanguinis foundry.
The first version of the typeface was

released in 2009 as TrueType®Pro, and finally the
OpenType® Pro version was released in 2010.

Kansas Rainbow is inspired by the classical titles
of The Wizard of Oz, and old style movie typefaces
influenced by the late Renaissance, a period of
elegant, beautiful, and highly readable type
designs.

The font combines the aesthetic and functional
qualities that make text type highly readable with
the versatility of OpenType digital technology,
yielding unprecedented flexibility and typographic
control, whether for lengthy text or display
settings.

The full typeface contains an optical size variant
(scalable size), supporting the Western language.
With its many oldstyle figures, swashes, and other
added glyphs, Kansas Rainbow is ideal for display

“The WIZARD
of OZ”

uses ranging from limited-edition cover books to
newsletters to packaging and social invitations.



Font Layouts
Character MapCharacter MapCharacter MapCharacter MapCharacter Map
The font contains 123 glyphs and although any
of the glyphs may be used at  any size, the
intended point sizes for the optical designs are:

Caption: 6 - 8.9 point
Regular: 9.0 - 13.0 point
Subhead: 13.1 - 20.0 point
Display/Headline: 20.1+ point

The operating system compatibility will work
with Mac OS X (OpenType) and Microsoft Win-
dows® 95 (TrueType) or later operating systems.
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You’re
InvitedTo
My Party!

Boxes and ReversesBoxes and ReversesBoxes and ReversesBoxes and ReversesBoxes and Reverses

You can create areas of
interest in your presen-
tation even if you don’t
have an illustration.
Putting a sidebar of text
into a box sets it off from
the body text and makes
it easierto read. Revers-
ing white text out of a
black box adds empha-
sis to short amounts of
text.

BREAK THE GRID FOR EMPHASISBREAK THE GRID FOR EMPHASISBREAK THE GRID FOR EMPHASISBREAK THE GRID FOR EMPHASISBREAK THE GRID FOR EMPHASIS

Break the rules with a large
illustration or element (even an initial
cap) to add emphasis, hierarchy and
energy to your page, as long as it
doesn’t sacrifice flow and meaning.



Font Layouts
Font ScaleFont ScaleFont ScaleFont ScaleFont Scale
Direct the reader’s attention by using scale. Be-
cause we see larger things first, a hierarchy of
meaning is created by the size of the elements
on the page. Headlines should be bigger than
subheads, which should be bigger (or bolder)
than body text.

Now the headline is clear and the contrast in
scale between the text and the picture creates
energy in the layout.

Somewhere
Over The

Rainbow
Somewhere over the rainbow
Way up high
There's a land that I heard of
once in a lullaby

Someday I'll wish upon a star
And wake up where the clouds
are far behind me.
Where troubles melt like lemon drops
Away above the chimney tops
That's where you'll find me.

WWWWWhithithithithite Spacee Spacee Spacee Spacee Space
When designing a document, consider the
amount and flow of information in arranging text,
illustrations and even the white space around
the elements.
White space can invite the reader and focus at-
tention on your message.

How To Have A Brain

“Can't you give
me brains?"
asked the
Scarecrow.
"You don't
need them.
You are learn-
ing something
every day.”



Your Presentation
Far from being generic, though, each presentation can be designed to fit your needs and
express your unique message. Carefully combine the fonts, artwork and page layout in a way
that reflects its unique identity. Hope you follow these guidelines and thanks for your interest in
my professional font Kansas Rainbow.

Kansas Rainbow is copyright  2010 by Votum Sanguinis typography. All rights reserved.


